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Abstract.  Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) influential explana-
tion of the classical business firm argues that there is need for a 
concentrated residual claim in the hands of a central agent, to 
motivate the monitoring of workers.  We model monitoring as a 
way to transform team production from a collective action di-
lemma with strong free riding incentives to a productivity-
enhancing opportunity with strong private marginal incentives to 
contribute effort.  In an experiment, we have subjects experience 
team production without monitoring, team production with a 
central monitor, and team production with peer monitoring, then 
vote on whether to employ the central monitor, who gets to keep 
a fixed share of the team output, or to rely on peer monitoring, 
which entails a coordination or free riding problem. Our subjects 
usually prefer peer monitoring but they switch to the specialist 
when unable to successfully self-monitor. We provide evidence 
for situations in which team members resist the appointing of a 
central monitor and succeed in overcoming coordination and 
free riding problems as well as for a situation in which an Al-
chian-Demsetz-like firm “grows” in the laboratory.  
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1. Introduction 

What accounts for the structure of the capitalist firm, in which equity suppliers or their 

agents hire and supervise workers given few or no residual claims? In an influential 

paper about the theory of the firm, Alchian and Demsetz (1972) characterized team pro-

duction by the following four properties: 1. there exist several input providers, 2. the 

combined output is larger than the sum of the outputs that the individual input providers 

can achieve by working alone, 3. there is an observable team output but no observable 

output of the individual input provider, and 4. it is possible but costly to measure the 

amount of input contributed by each individual provider. The central dilemma of team 

production, they argued, is that the benefits of working as a team (e.g. benefits from 

economies of scale or of specialization) may be undercut by the incentive that each team 

member has to free ride if compensated according to team output rather than personal 

input. To mitigate this problem, team members’ rewards must be tied to their contribu-

tions, but that requires another costly input—monitoring—and this in turn gives rise to 

another collective action problem if monitoring is to be supplied by the team members 

themselves.  The classical capitalist firm solves this problem, they argue, by making one 

specialized agent the monitor of the other team members who pays them according to 

their observed inputs.  The central agent is motivated to monitor by the fact that he 

keeps all team revenue above his contractual obligations to the input providers. 

We understand Alchian and Demsetz’s depiction of team production in the absence 

of monitoring to be an example of the familiar problem of collective action or incentives 

in teams that has been studied by experimental economists in recent decades under the 

heading Voluntary Contribution Mechanism (VCM) or Public Goods Game (PGG).  In 

a VCM or PGG, subjects are grouped with others and each decides how much of a cer-

tain endowment to contribute to a group project and how much to hold for herself.  Con-

tributions to the project are scaled up by the experimenter, such that there is a social 

optimum of contributing. However, since the resulting revenues are divided equally 

among team members, the individual optimum is contributing nothing. We interpret 

Alchian and Demsetz as saying that if a sufficient investment is made in monitoring 

individuals’ contributions, then they can be paid according to their contributions, rather 
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than an equal per capita share, as a result of which there will be an incentive to contrib-

ute and not to free ride.   

We present a simple theoretical model corresponding to this structure, and we inves-

tigate how real decision-makers respond to the structure by having subjects make poten-

tially rewarding/costly decisions under it in a laboratory experiment. In the model and 

experiment, monitoring can either be done by a specialized agent, who is assigned a 

fraction of the team’s joint output, or by the team members themselves, who are then 

compensated for their contributions to production but not for their monitoring itself. 

Suppose that agents care only about increasing their own earnings, know one another to 

be of the same type, and are rational.  Then if the only monitoring were to be that done 

by the team members themselves, there would be a considerable possibility that moni-

toring would not suffice and hence that the production stage of the model would be a 

simple VCM, for which there is a straightforward prediction of zero contributions.  If, 

instead, a specialist were offered a sufficient fraction of team output and permitted to 

monitor, it would be in the specialist’s interest to monitor enough to make contributing 

to team production rational for each team member. With appropriate specifications of 

returns to team production and of the share claimed by the specialist, team members 

earn more producing together with a specialist monitor than having no monitor and pro-

ducing individually.  If allowed to vote at no cost—a proxy for workers’ choice among 

organizational forms in a market economy—the model predicts that team members will 

vote to hire the specialist unless they manage to successfully monitor themselves. 

We carry out experimental play of such a model.  We vary the conditions under 

which team members and specialists can learn about their tasks by varying the order in 

which play occurs (a) with no monitoring, (b) with monitoring (if any) by team mem-

bers, and (c) with monitoring (if any) by a specialist, before having several opportuni-

ties to vote on which kind of monitoring to use, more periods of play, and opportunities 

to vote again. We also vary the costliness of monitoring for team members versus spe-

cialists, and whether or not there exist peer monitoring equilibria on which teams mem-

bers can potentially coordinate.    

Ours is the first experiment we are aware of in which a public goods game with its 

well-known free rider problem can be converted into a payment for effort environment 
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without free rider problem by the free choices of subjects.  It extends the recent innova-

tion of studying institutional evolution in the laboratory, applying it to a key issue in the 

theory of economic organization that has not previously been addressed by such meth-

ods. 

Our results are striking.  In four of the six treatments with which we experiment, al-

most all teams are successful at self-monitoring and thus choose not to hire a specialist.  

But when we make monitoring by team members more costly than that by the specialist, 

and especially when we switch to a model without a peer monitoring equilibrium, peer 

monitoring fails in many groups and a trend towards specialist monitoring emerges. Our 

results thus accord with experimental findings that a large number of subjects attempt 

cooperation in the lab, but also with the standard experimental finding that in repeated 

dilemma games without devices such as punishment opportunities or pre-play commu-

nication, cooperation tends to flag over time.1 For this reason, the logic of Alchian and 

Demsetz’s argument is supported in the lab in a particularly clear fashion. 

The structure of the paper is as follows.  Section 2 briefly discusses the theory and 

literature on the organizational form of production in a market economy.  Section 3 pre-

sents our theoretical model, and Section 4 lays out its implementation in our experimen-

tal design.  Sections 5.1 – 5.3 present the experiment’s results.  Section 5.4 introduces 

an alternative model with a unique equilibrium of free riding in peer monitoring, and 

presents results for the corresponding treatment.  Section 6 summarizes and provides 

additional discussion.  

2. Literature 

Why most firms in market economies exhibit certain common features, and in particular 

why control rights usually reside in a group of investor/residual claimants, with em-

ployees working under the supervision of their employers, has long been a central ques-

tion of the economics of organization and comparative institutional analysis. Knight 

                                                 

1 See for example Ledyard (1995) and Davis and Holt (1993) for an overview of older public goods ex-
periments, Fehr and Gächter (2000) for the effect of punishment and Brosig, Weimann, and Ockenfels 
(2003) for the effect of communication. 
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(1921) argued that the more confident and less risk-averse individuals become entrepre-

neurs while others become workers who demand insurance against risk and who accord-

ingly must be supervised, since their fixed wages give rise to moral hazard (see also 

Kihlstrom and Laffont (1979)).  Alchian and Demsetz’s explanation of why workers are 

supervised by a residual-claiming central monitor was summarized in the introduction. 

Marglin (1974) argued that capitalists carved out the role of imposing discipline on 

workers at the expense of workers’ welfare, by developing technologies that undercut 

the positions of independent workers. Holmström (1982) suggested that the monitoring 

of inputs could be rendered unnecessary by a forcing contract, but the contract envi-

sioned is largely hypothetical and has been argued to suffer from serious moral hazard 

problems (Eswaran and Kotwal (1984), MacLeod (1988)). Eswaran and Kotwal (1989) 

and Banerjee and Newman (1993) explain the assignment of control rights to financiers 

by reference to unequal wealth and imperfections in credit markets associated with the 

limited liability of borrowers. Kremer (1997) argued that workers usually don’t run 

firms because control by workers leads to a tendency to redistribute earnings among 

members, which distorts incentives.   

Dow and Putterman (2000) and Dow (2003) view Alchian-Demsetz’s monitoring 

hypothesis as one of the leading candidates to explain the conventional employment 

relationship,2  alongside theories of worker liquidity constraints and risk aversion, addi-

tional financing problems associated with missing membership markets, and potential 

decision-making problems due to heterogeneity of worker preferences.  However, they 

point out that contrary to the theory’s implication that work incentives would be weak 

without a residual-claiming central monitor, most evidence on worker-owned and 

profit-sharing firms, as well as that on self-managing teams, suggests that they achieve 

higher-than-average effort levels with less-than-average numbers of supervisors (Estrin, 

Jones, and Svejnar (1987); Weitzman and Kruse (1990); Craig and Pencavel (1995)).  

Incentives appear to be a strength rather than a weakness of profit-sharing, with a fre-

quently mentioned theme being its encouragement of mutual monitoring. 

                                                 

2 See also the references to Alchian and Demsetz’s hypothesis in many of the papers cited in the previous 
paragraph. 
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 In a recent experimental study of work organization and incentives Potters, 

Sefton, and van der Heijden (2005) compare laboratory manager-less teams that play a 

standard public goods game with teams having managers who can decide how much to 

pay the other members.  They find that managers are able to elicit higher effort from 

team members than is forthcoming in the PGG, by linking pay to effort somewhat in the 

manner suggested by Alchian and Demsetz.  While the performance of their “manage-

rial” firms is remarkable, their manager-less firms may be a poor representation of self-

managing teams, since linkage of pay to effort is ruled out in such teams under their 

experimental design.   

Another attempt to experimentally compare self-managed teams and centrally man-

aged teams has been undertaken by Frohlich, Godard, Oppenheimer, and Starke (1998). 

They designed a real-effort experiment wherein they observed higher productivity, 

greater perceived fairness in pay and lower need of supervisory efforts for employee 

owned firms compared to the “conventionally owned” firms. Another experimental 

study incorporating different group incentive mechanisms is Nalbantian and Schotter 

(1997). They compared revenue sharing, forcing contracts, competition between teams, 

profit sharing and monitoring. Monitoring in their context was a probability of being 

observed and getting fired when one’s effort is too low. This kind of monitoring was 

successful but only if the probability is high enough; thus, successful monitoring is ex-

pensive.3   

3. A model of team production with monitoring  

We model a team consisting of N members who play a finitely repeated game for T pe-

riods. In each period, a team member receives an endowment e, which we’ll assume to 

be identical for all members. Team member i chooses an amount ci with eci ≤≤0   to 

contribute to a team production process, leaving ice −   for private production. The sum 

                                                 

3 The numerous social dilemma experiments beginning with Fehr and Gächter (2000) or Carpenter, 
Bowles, and Gintis (2006), in which subjects can punish those who contribute too little to a public good, 
can also be viewed as studying alternative incentive mechanisms for group production.  In these experi-
ments, the public good always remains public, whereas we allow its public character to be eliminated by 
monitoring. 
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of the team members’ contributions (denoted by ∑
=

=
N

i
icC

1
) generates a team profit of 

R⋅C  with 1 < R < N . The division of the team profit among the team members depends 

on the monitoring technology applied to identify the individual team contributions, 

which is a result of a simultaneous investment process prior to the contribution decision. 

Each team member invests ]1,...,0[∈im  into the monitoring technology at a linear cost  

im⋅κ  (with the marginal monitoring cost 1κ ≥  ). The total investment in monitoring 

∑
=

=
N

i
imM

1
 determines the “accuracy” of the monitoring technology and thus the pro-

portion of the team profit which is divided according to the individual contribution. M = 

0 allows no identification of the individual contributions and hence the team profit is 

divided equally among the team members. The higher M is the higher is the proportion 

of the team profit which is allocated according to the individual contributions. M = N   

allows a perfect identification of the team members’ contributions and hence the team 

profit is allocated according to the individual contributions. The general rule for team 

member i’s profit is: 

iiii cR
N
MC

N
R

N
MNcme ⋅⋅+⋅⋅

−
+−⋅−= κπ  (1) 

The monitoring technology changes the nature of the team problem. Without any 

monitoring (M = 0) team production is a classical linear public good provision problem 

with free-rider incentives due to NCRce ii /⋅+−=π . However, if each team member 

fully invests in the monitoring technology (M = N), team production is a private invest-

ment task with iii cRce ⋅+−−= κπ . The positive interest rate R - 1 provides incen-

tives for full contributions. Intermediate values of M lead to linear combinations of the 

public and the private good provision. If, for example, half of all team members fully 

invest in monitoring, i.e. 2/NM = , then half of the team output is allocated according 

to the private contribution and the other half is distributed equally among the team 

members, i.e.  iiii cRC
N
Rcme ⋅⋅+⋅⋅+−⋅−=

2
1

2
1κπ . Thus, the model reflects Al-

chian and Demsetz’s idea that without monitoring team production is a pure public good 
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problem in which the team output is shared equally, however if a sufficient investment 

is made in monitoring individuals’ contributions, then they can be paid according to 

their contributions as a result of which there will be an incentive to contribute and not to 

free ride. 

For the analysis of the subgame perfect equilibria of the game it is convenient to re-

structure (1) as: 

iiiii Cccme −⋅+⋅+−⋅−= γβκπ  (2) 

where ∑
≠
=

− =
N

ij
j

ji cC
1

 denotes the sum of the others’ contributions, the weight 

)(2 MNMN
N
R

⋅+−⋅=β  denotes the team member’s marginal return from his/her own 

investment and the weight )(2 MN
N
R

−⋅=γ  denotes the team member’s marginal re-

turn from the investment of the others. 

With no monitoring 
N
R

== γβ , meaning that all team members profit equally from 

each unit of contribution, while with perfect monitoring R=β  and 0=γ , meaning that 

only the contributor profits from his or her own contribution. Obviously, it is in-

dividually rational to contribute the entire endowment when 1≥β , because each token 

invested has an individual return of at least 1. 1≥β  is satisfied if and only if  

M
R
N

N
NM ~:1

1
=⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −⋅

−
≥ . 

Equilibrium investment in monitoring and contributions to the team project 

The game consists of two stages. In the first stage players simultaneously invest in 

monitoring. After having learned the total investment M the players decide on their con-

tribution to the team project. We analyze the game by backward induction identifying 

the subgame perfect equilibria under the assumption that the team member is solely 

motivated by the maximization of her monetary payoff. Consider the subgames of the 
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contribution to the team project (after the amount M was made public). It suffices to 

distinguish three classes of subgames: those with 1<β , those with 1β > , and those 

with 1β = . For 1<β  the individual return from the individual contribution is lower 

than the cost of contributing and hence in the equilibria of these subgames all team 

members choose 0=ic . If, however, 1>β  each team member individually gains from 

contributing and hence will choose eci =  in equilibrium. For 1=β  players are indiffer-

ent between contributing and keeping the entire endowment or parts of it and hence 

each contribution eci ≤≤0  may be part of a subgame perfect equilibrium. Now turn to 

the investment in monitoring. The subgame has multiple equilibria. There are two 

symmetric Nash equilibria in pure strategies: one in which each player does not invest 

in monitoring (mi = 0) and the other one in which each player invests the N-th part of 

the amount necessary to make full contribution to the public good individually rational 

(
N
Mmi

~
=  ). In addition, there is an infinite number of asymmetric pure strategy equilib-

ria of the subgame which are all characterized by investments mi satisfying MM ~= .  

Hence the public good dilemma of team production may be “resolved” in the moni-

toring phase prior to it. However, the investment in monitoring is a coordination prob-

lem with multiple equilibria, thus vulnerable to severe coordination failures.4 If decision 

maker i believes that other group members will invest little in monitoring such that her 

investment mi does not suffice to achieve M~ , her best reply is not to invest. Similarly, if 

i believes that other group members will invest enough in monitoring to achieve M~ , 

then her best reply is to abstain from monitoring—a situation resembling the incentive 

to free ride on monitoring that Alchian and Demsetz appear to have had in mind. Only if 

i believes that her investment is needed to exactly meet M~  is it rational for her to invest 

in monitoring. 

Specialist monitoring 

                                                 

4 Marx and Matthews (2000) 
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To overcome the coordination problem in the monitoring phase, team members may 

hire a specialist to take the monitoring decision. The substitution of peer monitoring by 

specialist monitoring has the advantage that the specialist is a single decision maker 

who (in equilibrium) chooses an incentive compatible level of monitoring without any 

coordination problems. The drawback is that she has to be paid a share of the team out-

put in order to have the proper incentives.5  

Let the specialist be entitled to a share 1≤S  of the team profit R⋅C. Suppose that the 

specialist has an endowment eS which enables her to invest at least M~  units of monitor-

ing. Thus, the payoff functions under specialist monitoring are as follows:   

RCSme SSSS ⋅⋅+−= κπ  for the specialist (3)

i
S

i
S

i
S
i Ccce −⋅+⋅+−= γβπ  for the team member i (4)

with the adjusted weight ββ ⋅−= )1( SS  denoting a team members’ marginal return 

from his/her investment after deduction of the specialist’s share and the adjusted weight  

γγ ⋅−= )1( SS  denoting a team member’s marginal return from the investment of the 

others after deduction of the specialist’s share.  

Full contribution of the team members is individually rational if and only if  

SS M
RS

N
N

NM ~:1
)1(1

1 =⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

⋅−
⋅

−
≥⇔≥β . 

 

                                                 

5 Alchian and Demsetz never spell out where the residual earnings of the central monitor come from, 
simply asserting that the monitor pays team members the estimated value of their marginal products and 
keeps the residual.  Our model assigns to the monitor a fraction of the output because with average and 
marginal product equal, there is no residual above the sum of marginal products.  We implement the 
model with sufficiently large R so that both monitor and team members can profit from centrally moni-
tored team production. 
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If the specialist invests less than SM~ , team members in equilibrium contribute a total 

of 0 units of effort to team production, so the specialist’s earnings from team production 

will be 00 =⋅S . If the specialist invests at least SM~  in monitoring, each team member 

in equilibrium contributes his/her full endowment of e to team production, so the spe-

cialist’s earnings from team production will be ReNS ⋅⋅⋅ . Hence, for reasonable costs 

Sκ  the specialist will in equilibrium choose the lowest monitoring level for which it is 

individually rational for the team members to fully contribute their endowment – that is 
SM~  - and gain a total profit of 0~ >⋅⋅⋅+⋅−= ReNSMe S

sSS κπ . 

To recap, we presented a formal model of team production in the spirit of Alchian 

and Demsetz. The elegance of the model is that it allows a continuous transformation of 

the team problem with free-riding incentives into a profitable private investment prob-

lem through the actions of the team members and/or the decision of the specialist moni-

tor. Because of the coordination problem, it is difficult though not impossible that team 

members manage the transformation on their own. In contrast, the specialist is unambi-

guously predicted to carry out the transformation if parameters are consistent with 

0>sπ  when SMM ~= , since she can accomplish this by a single individual decision. 

The drawback to the team members of hiring is its cost, albeit it is – in equilibrium – 

more than compensated compared to full free-riding. 

A discrete version of the model 

For the experimental implementation of the game we chose a discrete version of the 

payoff function and a binary choice in the investment in peer monitoring { }1,0∈im  to 

facilitate comprehension by subjects. We exogenously introduce two different thresh-

olds of monitoring T1 and  T2 with NTT ≤< 21 . If 1TM <  all team members equally 

profit from all contributions, for 21 TMT <≤  half of the team profit is allocated equally 

and the other half according to individual contributions, and finally, for NMT ≤≤2  

each team member solely profits from his/her own contribution. Hence, the payoff func-

tion under peer monitoring is:  
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⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

≤≤⋅+−⋅−

<≤⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅+−⋅−

<≤⋅⋅+−⋅−

=

NMTcRcme
TMTcRCRcme

TMCRcme

iii

iNii

Nii

i

2

212
11

2
1

1
1

,
,

0,

κ
κ
κ

π  (5)

In terms of  β  and γ  this means:  

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

≤≤==

<≤=
+

=

<≤==

NMTR

TMT
N
R

N
NR

TMNRNR

2

21

1

0,
2

,
2

)1(
0/,/

γβ

γβ

γβ

  

 

Example: 

The following example illustrates the model and uses functional forms and parameters 

that will also be used in our experiment.  Let N = 5 be the number of team members 

with an endowment e = 10, a multiplier R = 3, the specialist’s endowment eS = 5 and the 

specialist’s share S = 0.25. Then 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

≤≤==
<≤==
<≤==

NMT
TMT
TM

2

21

1

0,0.3
5.1,8.1

06.0,6.0

γβ
γβ
γβ

  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

≤≤==

<≤==

<≤==

NMT
TMT

TM

SS

SS

SS

2

21

1

0,25.2
125.1,35.1

045.0,45.0

γβ

γβ

γβ

  

Hence for 1TM ≥  full contribution to the team project is individually rational, because 

the individual return from investment β is greater than 1. In the subgame perfect equi-

librium without peer monitoring ( 0* =im ), contributions to the team project are 0 
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( 0* =ic ), leading to team members’ payoffs of 10. However, there are also equilibria in 

which monitoring takes place. The simplification of the model by choosing discrete 

values of monitoring and thresholds restricts the number of these equilibria. Neverthe-

less, there are still ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛

1T
N

 subgame perfect pure strategy equilibria, characterized by ex-

actly T1 team members investing in monitoring.  

In the experiment we used two treatments in which 21 =T  and three in which 41 =T . 

Because team members are restricted to integer investments, a symmetric equilibrium 

with monitoring is not achievable. This means that the only symmetric equilibrium pre-

scribes no investment in peer monitoring. All the equilibria with monitoring are asym-

metric and hence very vulnerable to coordination failure. In case of N = 5 and 21 =T , 

the game has 10 pure strategy equilibria in which exactly 2 out of the 5 players have to 

invest in monitoring and in case of N = 5 and 41 =T , the game has 5 pure strategy equi-

libria in which exactly 4 out of the 5 players have to invest in monitoring. If team mem-

bers are able to self-organize (i.e. achieve 1TM ≥  ) each team member earns 30 minus 

the investment in monitoring (if individually applicable).6 In the equilibrium of special-

ist monitoring the specialist invests T1 in monitoring and the team members contribute 

their entire endowment. Hence, the team members earn 22.5 = 0.75⋅30 and the observer 

earns her endowment (of 5) minus the monitoring investment plus 37.5 = 0.25⋅150.  

Obviously, it would be most profitable for the team members to play one of the equi-

libria with positive peer-monitoring. Then each member earns 29 or 30, dependent on 

whether he/she invested in monitoring or not. However, there is a high risk of coordina-

tion failure. Failing to reach the sufficient level of monitoring leads to drastically lower 

individual payoffs of 9 and 10, dependent on whether the individual invested in moni-

toring or not.7  Facing this risk, team members may decide to hire a specialist to make 

                                                 

6   Notice that the monitoring cost is paid out of end-of-round earnings; thus, contributing to monitoring 
doesn’t prevent a subject from still contributing a full 10 units to team production. 

7 The other form of coordination failure in the form of over-provision of monitoring is “less disastrous” 
because it just leads to more players earning 29 instead of 30, than in equilibrium.   
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the monitoring decision and achieve a payoff 7.5 lower than the highest equilibrium 

payoff, but 13.5 higher than the worst payoff in case of coordination failure without 

sufficient monitoring. 

4. Experimental Design 

We conducted an experiment consisting of five treatments corresponding closely to the 

model above. In each session of the experiment, subjects were randomly and anony-

mously assigned to groups of six, with one subject randomly assigned the role dubbed 

“observer” and the other five the role “team member”. We implemented the discrete 

version of the game described above with the parameters of the example above. Sub-

jects were told at the outset that they would engage in thirty rounds of decisions in the 

same roles and with the same anonymous group members. The two step structures 2-5 

( 21 =T  and )52 =T  and 4-5 ( 41 =T  and )52 =T specify two sets of parameters for the 

thresholds T1 and  T2, which in turn generate three possible incentive regimes for team 

production henceforth referred to as EQUAL, HALF/HALF, and ATIC (“according to 

individual contribution”) (see Table 1).  

Table 1 Step Structures 

Division rule Step Structure 2-5 Step Structure 4-5 

equal division (“EQUAL”) 0 ≤ M < 2 0 ≤ M < 4 

half divided equally, half 
according to contributions 
(“HALF/HALF”) 

2 ≤ M < 5 4 ≤ M < 5 

division according to indi-
vidual contributions 
(“ATIC”) 

M = 5 M = 5 

In step structure 2-5 at least two units have to be invested in monitoring to make con-

tributions to the team project individually rational, while in step structure 4-5 at least 4 

units have to be invested. Each group of subjects was assigned to either one structure or 

the other throughout their session, with no knowledge of the other structure. 
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The 30 rounds of a session were divided into six phases, with 5 rounds each.  In 

every session, Phase I consisted of 5 rounds with no monitoring—i.e., a standard 5 

round VCM condition. Phases II and III consisted of 5 rounds with monitoring (if any) 

by the observer and 5 rounds of monitoring (if any) by peers, with the order in which 

observer and peer monitoring occurred varying among sessions (see Table 2). In OP 

sessions, the observer made the monitoring decisions in Phase II and the team members 

made the monitoring decisions in Phase III; in PO sessions, the order was reversed. 

To avoid boredom and unnecessary inequalities and to motivate the observer to learn 

about incentives in team production, we assigned the observer a task to perform in those 

periods in which he or she was not permitted to monitor and earn a 25 percent share of 

team project revenue. The observer’s task was to estimate the period’s sum of contribu-

tions C in his/her group.  As an incentive for accuracy, the observer earned more the 

closer was his/her guess to the actual C, which was revealed to him/her at the end of the 

period.8 Note that the observer might learn something about how team members’ con-

tributions respond to monitoring by observing peer monitoring phases, and accordingly 

sessions using the PO ordering might be expected to be more conducive than those with 

ordering OP to successful decision-making by the observer when in the monitoring role. 

In each session, each of the last three phases could have either observer or peer 

monitoring, depending on how the members of the team in question voted. Before 

rounds 16, 21, and 26, each team member was asked to vote for either observer or peer 

monitoring. The group was informed of the majority vote (without a breakdown of the 

number of votes) and began to play five rounds according to the chosen institution. A 

schematic representation of the course of the interaction in the PO ordering is given in 

Figure 1. Phases I to III form the first half of the experiment, and phases IV to VI the 

second half. 

                                                 

8 The formula for the observers’ profit during phases in which he did not play a monitoring role, such as 

Phase I, was: 
CofGuessC −+

=
05.01

30π  
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the course of the interaction for PO 

The alternatives of the PO or OP ordering and of the 2-5 or 4-5 monitoring structure 

give rise to a 2x2 design with four treatments: PO25, OP25, PO45, OP45. Due to the 

unexpected nature of the results of those treatments, which are discussed in the next 

section, we conducted sessions with an additional treatment that is otherwise like the 

OP45 treatment but in which the cost of a unit of monitoring was made three times 

higher for a team member than in the other four treatments, while the cost of monitoring 

for the observer was left unchanged.  We distinguish the two treatments by referring to 

them as OP45MC1 and OP45MC3, with the other three treatments also sharing the 

MC1 designation. Table 2 provides an overview of the five treatments. 
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Table 2 Treatment description 

Treatment Phase Sequence Step structure Cost per unit of monitoring 

 Phase II Phase III  Peer κ  Observer Sκ  

PO25MC1 Peer Observer 1 1 

OP25MC1 Observer Peer 
Step Structure 2-5 

1 1 

PO45MC1 Peer Observer 1 1 

OP45MC1 Observer Peer 1 1 

PO45MC3 Peer Observer 

Step Structure 4-5 

3 1 

In each treatment we have 6 groups (from two sessions of three groups each) each 

containing 6 subjects (5 team members and 1 observer). Hence we had 180 subjects in 

the experiment. Each subject sat in a separate compartment in the experiment lab at the 

University of Erfurt, did not know which other subjects were in his/her group, and had 

no communication with others apart from information about choices that was transmit-

ted by computer.  Subjects were first read aloud and followed on their screens instruc-

tions explaining the structure of the entire session, worked through examples, and asked 

the experimenter questions, if any.  All subjects were students who were recruited at the 

University of Erfurt using the Orsee System9. The experiment was conducted with the 

z-tree Software package (Fischbacher, 2007). Subjects earned on average EUR 21. 

5. Results 

Evaluation of the data shows that there are no significant effects associated with 

whether the OP or the PO order is used in phases II and III, in particular the investments 

in monitoring and the contribution levels are not significantly different.10  Therefore, we 

                                                 

9 http://www.orsee.org/ 

10 The difference in average contributions and monitoring between OP and PO are not different at 10 %  
level (exact Mann-Whitney-U-Test) with one exception (OP25MC1 vs. PO25MC1 in the observer moni-
toring phase) 
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analyze the pooled treatments PO25MC1 and OP25MC1 as 25MC1 and the pooled 

treatments PO45MC1 and OP45MC1 as 45MC1. In each of the pooled treatments we 

now have 12 independent observations. Discussion of treatment PO45MC3 is postponed 

to section 5.3. 

5.1. Voting Results and consequences 

One of our main research focuses is on the endogenous monitoring choice after subjects 

gained experience with peer as well as with observer monitoring. Therefore, we start off 

with the presentation of the result of the second half of play.  

Did the voting process exhibit a preference for observer monitoring to avoid the co-

ordination problem in peer monitoring? The answer is a surprisingly clear No! As Ta-

ble 3 shows, the observer was never chosen by majority vote in the 36 voting rounds of 

treatment 45MC1 and chosen only once in the same number of votes in treatment 

25MC1.   

Table 3 Choice of Observer or Peer Monitoring in the second half 

 Number of choices of 

 Observer monitoring Peer monitoring 

25 MC1 1   ( 3%) 35   ( 97%) 

45 MC1 0   ( 0%) 36   (100%) 

 

Result 1: In the four MC1 treatments, the observer is almost never chosen by the major-

ity vote of the team members. 

How did the peer monitoring teams perform? In the majority of cases team members 

failed to reach an equilibrium level of monitoring. In 25MC1 an investment in monitor-

ing of 2 was reached in 37.7 percent of the cases, while in 45MC1 the equilibrium level 

of 4 units of monitoring was only reached in 18.3 percent of all cases. This demon-

strated the high vulnerability of monitoring to coordination failure. Nevertheless, in the 

two MC1 treatments the peer monitored groups were very successful in implementing a 

division rule in which full contribution to the team project is individually rational (see 

Figure 2a). They implemented HALF/HALF or ATIC in 93 percent of the cases. Fig-
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ures 2b and 2c additionally show that contributions as well as payoffs under both shar-

ing rules are extremely high. 

Result 2: In the MC1 treatments, peer monitoring performs extremely well: in 93 per-

cent of the cases a rule capable of eliciting full contributions is reached; contributions 

are near 100 percent of endowments and payoffs are high.  

However, we observe an interesting difference between HALF/HALF and ATIC. A 

payoff-maximizing subject should contribute her full endowment under both division 

rules, because in both cases one unit of contribution is repaid by more than one, for all 

possible actions of the other team members. Nevertheless we observe that contributions 

under ATIC are on average 9.9, whereas contributions under HALF/HALF are on aver-

age 8.7. The difference is significant (p < 0.001, two tailed exact Wilcoxon test). The 

explanation for this phenomenon may be attributed to social preferences. Under ATIC 

only the contributing team member profits from her contribution, whereas under 

HALF/HALF all other team members also profit (at least partly). Although it maxi-

mizes the individual payoff, a team member may (for example, due to fairness con-

cerns) withhold contribution in order to reduce a potential free-rider’s benefit from her 

contributions. However, role-of-thumb or boundedly rational reasoning could also ex-

plain some difference. 

 

Figure 2: a) Frequency of implemented division rules; b) Contributions; c) Payoffs; 
displayed are averages over the observations in the second half  
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An interesting finding is that the average payoffs in 45MC1 are significantly higher 

than in 25MC1 (p=0.043 one sided Mann-Whitney U), although 4 instead of 2 units of 

monitoring are required to make full contribution individually rational. The reason is the 

extremely high number of implementations of ATIC in 45MC1 accompanied by high 

contributions in ATIC (see above). A likely reason is that by “overinvestment” in moni-

toring, the risk of coordination failure is reduced at a low cost. Given the lack of verbal 

communication it seems practically impossible to agree on an alternation rule in which 

one of the five team members will refrain from monitoring each period. Thus, most 

team members seem to have decided to monitor every period. Not only is the average 

cost of over-monitoring to each subject only one unit every five periods, but in practice 

that cost is not wasted, given that subjects respond to ATIC with more effort than to 

HALF/HALF.  The histograms of the total investment M in Figure 3 show systematic 

“overinvestment” in monitoring. 

 

Figure 3: Histogram of the sum of investments in peer monitoring; displayed are aver-
ages over the observations Phases IV – IV. 

5.2. Causes 

  What causes the clear results of the second half of the experiment? To answer this 

question it is useful to analyze behaviours in the first half of the experiment, with its 

exogenous phases of no monitoring, peer monitoring, and observer monitoring. 
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The results of the first phase of play, in which subjects interact in a classical public 

goods environment, are well in line with the observations from numerous previous ex-

perimental studies of VCMs. Average contributions start off at about half of the en-

dowment and decrease from there on.  In all four treatments we observe a negative trend 

in contributions over time11 which is in line with past experiments12  and illustrates Al-

chian and Demsetz’s intuition about free riding if monitoring is absent, yet departs (as is 

typical in VCMs) from the strict theoretical prediction of zero contributions assuming 

payoff-maximizing agents.13 

How did subjects respond to the various division rules? During the observer and peer 

monitoring periods of Phases II and III, subjects responded to HALF/HALF and ATIC 

division rules with considerable increases in contributions. There were, however, two 

mild surprises.  First, as already noted for the endogenous rule phases, subjects contrib-

uted moderately but significantly more under ATIC than under HALF/HALF, even 

though a payoff-maximizing agent is predicted to contribute the full endowment under 

either division rule. Second, subjects tended to contribute somewhat less when the ob-

server monitored than when the team members did.14  Notice that the private marginal 

return from contributing effort is smaller under HALF/HALF compared to ATIC and 

smaller under observer monitoring than under monitoring.  It seems that subjects re-

sponded to differences in marginal returns15, even though full contribution is privately 

optimal (since β and βS > 1) for both division rules and both assignments of the monitor-

ing role. 

                                                 

11 A linear regression shows a negative time trend in contributions for Phase I (The standard public good 
phase). A regression is performed with the average (per group) contributions of Phase I as the dependent 
variable. The time coefficient is significantly negative at 1% for all treatments but the PO 45 MC1 treat-
ment. (robust, Huber White standard errors).  

12 See again Ledyard (1995) as well as Davis and Holt (1993) for a review of the literature on VCM ex-
periments. 

13 There is by now an immense literature attempting to explain this anomaly.  Some of the explanations 
emphasize heterogeneity of agent preferences, a matter to which we return shortly. 

14 For 25MC1 and 45MC1, two sided exact Wilcoxon signed-rank test: HALF/HALF p=0.074, ATIC 
0.025. 

15 Which is somewhat in line for example with Isaac and Walker (1988b) although the MPCR there was 
below 1 while in our case the subjects respond on different MPCR > 1 as well. 
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Result 3:  Responses to EQUAL division are consistent with those in the experimental 

literature on the voluntary contribution mechanism and with presence of a free-riding 

problem, though there is less free riding than theory predicts. Subjects also respond to 

changes in marginal private return associated with the difference between ATIC and 

HALF/HALF rules and with that between observer and peer monitoring, although the-

ory predicts full contributions regardless of these differences. 

Peers managed to supply incentive-imparting monitoring at least as often as did spe-

cialist observers. The peers chose an incentive compatible mechanism in 95 percent of 

the cases, the observers in 82.5 percent (in the first half). This difference is significant 

(p=0.044, exact Wilcoxon signed rank test). Yet, as Figure 5a shows, observers failed to 

provide enough monitoring to reach HALF/HALF division more often than did peers in 

both 25MC1 and 45MC1. 

 

Figure 5: a) Frequency of implemented division rules; displayed are averages over the 
observations in the first half in the 25MC1 and 45MC1 treatments. b) Average contribu-
tions over the observations in the first half in the 25MC1 and 45MC1 treatments. c) Av-
erage profits over the observations in the first half in the 25MC1 and 45MC1 treat-
ments.  

Result 4:  Failure to achieve a division rule providing incentives to contribute the full 

endowment occurred less often in the exogenous peer than in the exogenous observer 

monitoring phases.  

It comes as a surprise that despite their coordination problem team members succeeded 

more often in achieving an incentive compatible allocation rule than observers.  How 
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did the teams manage the coordination problem? One explanation could be that subjects 

followed an “overprovision strategy”16 (“invest in monitoring regardless of others’ 

choices”) because the benefits from full provision over-compensated the excess in pro-

vision. Another explanation is that subjects are guided by “non-standard” or social pref-

erences.  Suppose, for example, that some subjects are conditional cooperators17 for 

whom the (subjective) payoffs in a VCM may resemble those of an assurance or stag 

hunt game more than those of a prisoners’ dilemma. Their presence could help to ex-

plain the higher-than-predicted contributions in Phase I, and likewise would account for 

propensities to contribute to monitoring even if coordination were impossible or if no 

equilibrium strategies existed, for payoff-maximizers.18    

Evidence that subjects with preference-based inclinations to cooperate account both 

for some contributions and some monitoring could take the form of a significant corre-

lation between contributions especially in the first period of Phase I, and average moni-

toring during a peer monitoring phase.  We checked the correlation at individual subject 

level between monitoring investment during the exogenous peer monitoring phase and 

first period contribution in Phase I. Pooling the data for the two MC1 treatments, we 

found a significant positive correlation, meaning that the subjects with high contribu-

tions also tend to invest in monitoring (asymptotic Spearman correlation test, stratified 

by treatment, p=0.016).  

Taking together the lower rate of achieving incentives to contribute fully and the 

higher costs under observer monitoring, it comes as no surprise that team members’ 

earnings were significantly lower under exogenous observer monitoring than under ex-

ogenous peer monitoring (p<0.01  percent Mann-U-test). Indeed, in the first half in all 

                                                 

16 Note that in the setting of our experiment a group could succeed in monitoring even if only two mem-
bers adhered to an overprovision strategy, in 25MC1, or if four adhered to it in 45MC1. 

17 In the sense of Fehr and Gächter (2000) and Fischbacher, Fehr, and Gächter (2001)  

18 Duffy, Ochs, and Vesterlund (2007) find that subjects are not much more likely to complete a public 
project of fixed size when a final payoff jump causes equilibrium strategies in positive contributions to 
exist than when absence of such a jump makes a positive giving equilibrium theoretically non-existent, a 
result that might also be explained by the presence of some conditional willingness to cooperate.  Never-
theless, the absence of a payoff jump may explain some of the difference between behaviors in the treat-
ments discussed thus far and those in our QUAD treatment (see Section 5.4, below). 
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our independent observations team members earned higher profits under peer monitor-

ing than under observer monitoring.   

Result 5: Team members’ earnings were lower under exogenous observer than under 

exogenous peer monitoring. 

This experience from the first half may well explain why team members voted to im-

plement peer rather than observer monitoring in the second half of their sessions. Of 

course, if teams had then failed to achieve sufficient monitoring to sustain contributions 

in later phases, they might be expected to have switched to voting for observer monitor-

ing (see Section 6).  But no team experienced more than one period of incentive failure 

during phases IV and V, so their continued preference for peer monitoring is rational.19 

 

5.3. Raising the bar – a further test  

As we have seen, in sections 5.1 and 5.2 team members seem to reduce the risk of coor-

dination failure by “overinvestment” in monitoring. Obviously, “overinvestment” in 

monitoring is not in equilibrium, but it is a less costly way of achieving an incentive 

compatible division rule than “hiring” the observer. In the light of these results we ex-

tended our analysis by conducting a new treatment PO45MC3 which is identical to 

PO45MC1, with the only exception that for the peers the cost of one unit of monitoring 

is raised to 3. This raises the bar for peer monitoring: it increases the cost of implement-

ing the HALF/HALF rule from 4 to 12, triples the cost for implementing ATIC from 5 

to 15, and it also triples the cost to the individual of adhering to an “overinvestment” 

strategy.20   Notice that the observer’s cost remains at 1 per unit of monitoring. We col-

                                                 

19 We can find no explanation for the one instance in which three of five team members voted for ob-
server monitoring after Phase IV, occurring in OP25MC1. Although the team in question had achieved 
HALF/HALF monitoring in four of five periods of Phase II with a bare two subjects monitoring (achiev-
ing ATIC one time), team members have no way to know whether 2, 3 or 4 monitored, and their earnings 
were higher under peer (Phase II) than observer (Phase III) monitoring in every period.  Non-parametric 
tests for differences between the antecedents of that vote and others in the MC1 treatments are impossible 
since the case in question is singular. 

20 As before, the monitoring charge is still paid out of end-of-round earnings, so it is possible to pay 3 to 
monitor, yet still contribute 10 to team production. 
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lected six independent observations in this treatment. Through this change monitoring 

by the observer should become more attractive because coordination and “overinvest-

ment” in monitoring is more costly and hence can be expected to be more difficult to 

achieve. 

Voting Results and Consequences 

Indeed, we observe a sharp increase in voting results implementing observer moni-

toring. The observer was voted for by a majority in 61 percent of the 18 votes. Figure 6a 

shows that the observer implements ATIC in the majority of cases.  In response to this, 

team members make high contributions and receive payoffs which are diluted by the 

observer’s share of 25 percent. Interestingly, in those groups and phases in which peer 

monitoring was the voting choice, team members manage to achieve HALF/HALF or 

ATIC in almost 90 percent of periods.  Hence, when peer monitoring is voted by the 

majority of the team, the team is quite successful in providing enough units of monitor-

ing to provide incentives for making full contributions individually rational, despite the 

higher costs and continued, perhaps even exacerbated, coordination problem.   

What is it that makes the observer model more appealing to subjects in PO45MC3? 

Figures 6 shows the differences in the first half between those groups voting for the 

observer later on (vote O) and those who did not (vote P). It is clear from Figure 6a that 

there were more failures to achieve HALF/HALF or ATIC under exogenous peer (ob-

server) monitoring in groups that eventually voted for observer (peer) monitoring. 

Those groups which vote for peer monitoring experienced higher average contributions 

under peer monitoring in the first phase, while those who vote for observer monitoring 

experienced higher contributions under observer monitoring in the first phase (see Fig-

ure 6b). The same tendency is observed when looking at profits (see Figure 6c). 

Result 6: If the unit cost of peer monitoring is raised to 3, the majority of teams vote for 

observer monitoring. However, almost 40 percent still vote for peer monitoring and 

perform well, out-earning those who hire the observer.   
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Figure 6: a) Frequency of implemented division rules; displayed are averages over the 
observations in the first half of PO45MC3 comparing those groups voting for the ob-
server (vote O) with those who voted for peer monitoring (vote P), the overall share of 
the rules in the first half (1st H) and the second half (2nd H) . b) and c) averages of the 
contributions resp. profits over the first half of those groups voting later for the peer 
monitoring (vote P) or observer monitoring (vote O) plus the averages of the first and 
second half without the voting decision distinction. 

5.4 Extending the Model: The Zero Monitoring Equilibrium Case 

Our model presented so far incorporates a coordination problem in monitoring. Thus, 

there exist equilibria with a positive level of monitoring, although coordinating on them 

may be nearly impossible. We wondered whether the tendency of team members to pay 

for monitoring despite the temptation to let others do the job would survive a still harder 

challenge: a situation in which the only equilibrium in monitoring involves no monitor-

ing at all.  To model peer monitoring as a pure public good problem, we need a specifi-

cation in which the gains from monitoring lack the discrete jump that can make the 

marginal unit privately profitable.  We achieve this by introducing a quadratic cost func-
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tion in production.21 Specifically, we change the profit function for a team member in 

the peer monitoring phase to 
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where f is a cost function parameter. As a second change, we eliminate the step-like 
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21 Quadratic cost functions in the context of public good experiments were used for example in Isaac and 
Walker (1988a), Irlenbusch and Ruchala (2008), Keser (1996), Sefton and Steinberg (1996). 

22 The γ  and the β  are again )(2 MN
N
R

−⋅=γ and )(2 MNMN
N
R

⋅+−⋅=β  

23 See Appendix for the derivation. 
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to decline as monitoring induces more effort, rendering monitoring individually unprof-

itable at the margin despite the fact that an outcome with more monitoring and higher 

effort would be collectively preferable—a classic social dilemma. Hence, our game 

consists of the sequence of two social dilemmas: first the dilemma in monitoring and 

secondly the dilemma in contributing. Overcoming the monitoring-dilemma might 

change the contribution stage into an incentive compatible investment problem. How-

ever, in an equilibrium of profit-maximizing agents the players refrain from monitoring 

as well as from contributing.   

We conducted two experimental sessions of the new treatment we dub QUAD for its 

quadratic cost function, collecting eight new independent observations (with 40 new 

subjects), testing the model with the parameters 5.3=κ , 377.6=f  and %20=S .24  

(The other parameters remain as before.)  Because (8) holds, peer monitoring by profit-

maximizing individuals should lead to M = 0.  With the observer receiving 20% of the 

group production during those phases in which he is exogenously assigned or chosen by 

vote as the monitor, he is predicted to maximize earnings by selecting 5=M .  These 

monitoring levels imply that team members maximize their individual earnings by each 

selecting effort levels 2*=ic  under peer and 8*=ic  under observer monitoring, for 

earnings of 15.37 and 19.16 respectively. The observer, in turn, earns a maximum of 

12.5 when choosing M = 0 and 30 when choosing M = 5, assuming that team members 

respond in privately optimal fashion. Since we did not find a significant effect of the 

order, all independent observations were conducted using first the peer and second the 

observer monitoring phase in the first half, as before preceded by a 5 period phase with 

no monitoring. 

Results 

Even though the new parameters and cost function make monitoring more costly, re-

duce the gains from team production, and generate a pure free rider problem (as op-

                                                 

24 The values assigned to κ and especially to f  hint at the difficulty of finding parameters that yield the 
desired equilibrium properties.  In fact, important features disappear with minor perturbations.  The con-
ditions of this section’s equilibrium, and by extension of Alchian and Demsetz’s intuition about the sus-
ceptibility of mutual monitoring systems to free riding, may therefore be somewhat special.  
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posed to the coordination problem of the main treatments), the peers still manage to 

achieve high monitoring levels during the peer monitoring phase of the first half (peri-

ods 6 – 10), as can be seen in figure 7 c), thereby ensuring high contribution levels.  ci 

averages 5.19 under first half peer monitoring, versus 6.51 under first half observer 

monitoring and 3.72 in the no monitoring periods of phase 1.  The differences in contri-

butions between the phases with (Phase II) peer or observer monitoring (Phase III) and 

the phase without monitoring (Phase I) are statistically significant as are those between 

the two first-half monitoring phases (II and III):25 Although observer monitoring in the 

first half achieves significantly higher contributions, peer monitoring is successful 

enough that given the 20% share that the observer claims, team members’ profits are on 

average not significantly higher with Phase II peer than with Phase II observer monitor-

ing as within group comparisons show (p=0.641 exact Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Only 

3 of the 8 groups have a higher payoff under observer monitoring. Together with some 

dislike of sharing with the observer this might explain why only 1 out of 8 groups vote 

for the observer mechanism at the first vote round in QUAD.  

Figure 7 a) average contribution and b) profit by monitoring investment level and over-

all; c) distribution of the monitoring investment levels.  

However after the first vote the monitoring level of the peers declines considerably, 

as shown in Figure 7 c).26 This causes much lower contributions and profits27 and leads 

                                                 

25 p=0.008 for public good vs. first half peer phase, p=0.008 public good vs. first half observer phase and 
p=0.055 for the comparison between first half peer and first half observer monitoring. (both exact Wil-
coxon signed rank test (two-sided)) 

26 Exact Wilcoxon signed rank test: p=0.016 (two-sided) 
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to a growing tendency to choose the observer monitoring mechanism: 4 out of 8 groups 

vote d for the observer in the 5th phase and 5 out of 8 groups do so in the last phase.   

Result 7: Although the introduction of a quadratic cost function which generates a pure 

free riding problem makes cooperation more difficult, peer monitoring is still substan-

tial in Phase II and is favored by 7 of 8 groups in their initial votes.  But investment in 

peer monitoring declines in Phases IV and V, leading to increasing selection of the ob-

server. 

The break-down of peer monitoring with repetition resembles the decline of contri-

butions to a public good found in ordinary voluntary contribution experiments, which is 

not surprising since in the QUAD treatment peer monitoring is precisely such a public 

good.  Thus, while the prediction of free riding from the outset is not supported either in 

the QUAD treatment or in standard finitely-repeated VCM experiments, a trend towards 

increased free riding over time is seen, which in this case leads to the adoption of moni-

toring by a specialized residual-earning agent.  The tendency that appears to emerge 

closely resembles that discussed by Alchian and Demsetz—i.e., insufficient incentives 

to engage in peer monitoring lead to the choice to organize the firm around a residual-

claiming specialist monitor. 28 

 

6. Conclusions 

We modelled team production as a process that varies in incentive features from a pure 

public goods game with free riding incentives to a privately profitable opportunity with 

                                                                                                                                               

27 Exact Wilcoxon signed rank tests: for the differences between contributions under peer in first half and 
those under peer in second half: p=0.0555, between contributions under peer versus contributions under 
observer in second half p=0.016, and the two parallel tests for profits: p=0.383 respective p=0.031 (all 
two-sided). 

28 It has been shown elsewhere that the decline in contributions to a public good can be prevented, de-
layed, or slowed by devices such as (a) permitting costly punishment of free riders (Fehr and Gächter 
(2000), Page, Putterman, and Unel (2005), Gürerk, Irlenbusch, and Rockenbach (2006)) and (b) allowing 
pre-play communication (e.g. Brosig et al. (2003)).  If such devices also slow or prevent the decline in 
peer monitoring, they would perhaps prevent observer monitoring from coming to be favored in the long 
run.  
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payment in proportion to contribution. Thus, the incentive to contribute was a function 

of costly investment in a process denoted monitoring. We compared two institutions: In 

observer monitoring the monitoring is provided by a specialist who is compensated with 

a share of the team output. In peer monitoring the monitoring is provided by the produc-

tion team members, who benefit from providing monitoring insofar as the better incen-

tives it brings about lead to more contributions to production and hence to higher earn-

ings. We investigated the claim that monitoring is usually provided by a residual-

claiming specialist because team members have insufficient incentives and/or ability to 

coordinate on the provision of monitoring, and thus fail to provide adequate incentives 

to contribute effort to team production. 

In our main model and experiment, incentives for peer monitoring are potentially 

adequate, but there exists a severe coordination problem. In our quadratic cost exten-

sion, there is a corresponding but more daunting problem of incentives for peer moni-

toring, a pure collective action dilemma. These conditions make success in peer moni-

toring at least improbable and, in the pure dilemma case, strictly inconsistent with self-

interested choice. Our experimental subjects were surprisingly successful in peer moni-

toring, eschewing the opportunity to use a specialist monitor almost every time they 

chose between the two options in treatments where monitoring was equally costly to 

both peers and observer.  Only when monitoring costs of team members were raised 

dramatically or when quadratic costs rendered peer monitoring a pure public good were 

there a substantial number of peer monitoring failures and thus votes for a specialist 

monitor.  Even in the treatment with higher monitoring costs for team members, some 

groups succeeded in peer monitoring and earned substantially more than those using a 

specialist, despite the higher cost.  In the pure public good case, subjects showed hesita-

tion to resort to specialist monitoring, but there were clear signs of evolution in that di-

rection, rendering our laboratory a faithful incubator of firms with residual-claiming 

central monitors like those in Alchian and Demsetz’s theory.   

Our experiment is the first to nest the VCM or public goods game within a set of 

team incentive conditions, and to make the choice of organizational form or incentive 

regime an endogenous one.  Our subjects behaved rationally in that they usually voted 

for the institution that gave them the highest earnings.  However, their success at peer 

monitoring seems unlikely to be explained by individually rational of the kind modelled 
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in standard theory.  Given the severe difficulty of coordinating on efficient monitoring 

strategies, many subjects seemed to adopt an “over-provision” strategy which should in 

theory invite free riding but may not have done so in practice to the extent expected 

because of conditional willingness to cooperate. Conditional cooperation has been 

found among many subjects in recent VCM experiments29, and it may have been en-

hanced in the present experiment by the desire to avoid ceding a significant share of 

output to a specialist monitor. 

While our results cannot explain why mutual monitoring and profit-sharing is usually 

not relied upon as the main method of eliciting effort from workers in most actual firms, 

they are consistent with the fact that when profit-sharing is introduced, it is often suc-

cessful at raising productivity (Weitzman and Kruse (1990), Craig and Pencavel 

(1995)).  A typical claim of writers on the topic is that despite the free-riding incentives 

that some associate with profit-sharing (Baker, Jensen and Murphy, 1988), workers in 

many firms respond to it by mutually monitoring one another’s effort and working 

harder (Kruse (1993)) either because of a psychological identification with the firm’s 

“bottom line,” or to avoid the reproach of fellow workers (Kandel and Lazear (1992)).  

Thus, although one of our treatments succeeded in validating the logic of Alchian and 

Demsetz, the conditions under which mutual monitoring fails may be somewhat special, 

and the facts that most residual claims are not held by workers and that firms employ 

substantial amounts of top-down monitoring may have to be explained by factors other 

than an inclination of workers to free ride in the provision of monitoring. 

                                                 

29Fehr and Gächter (2000), Page et al. (2005), Gürerk et al. (2006) 
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Appendix The Quadratic model 

When team work is modelled as a linear public goods problem the investment in moni-
toring resembles a coordination problem with equilibria incorporating positive monitor-
ing expenses. Observing peer monitoring might thus be the result of equilibrium play or 
the attempt to do so. In order to raise the bar for peer monitoring we developed a model 
of team production in which the investment in monitoring itself is another public goods 
problem with free-riding incentives and thus lacks any equilibria with positive monitor-
ing expenses. This cannot be done with linear costs of contributions. The intuition is 
that in that case there always exist strategy combinations in which the player’s contribu-
tion causes an increase of the MPCR above 1. This transfers the public into a private 
good and makes the investment so profitable that positive investments in monitoring 
become individually rational. Therefore we reformulated the team production problem 
into one with a quadratic contribution cost model, generating the following individual 
profit for player i: 
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leading to player i’s socially optimal contribution of 
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What about the individual incentives for monitoring and contributing? For given in-
vestments in monitoring mj we derive the individually optimal contribution ic as: 
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Hence, the individually optimal contribution only depends on the sum of all monitoring 
expenses M. Obviously, for MN =  the socially and the individually rational contribu-
tion levels coincide ((11) equals (12)). Hence, full monitoring ensures that a payoff-
maximizing subject contributes the socially optimal contribution.  

But is it in the self interest of individuals to invest in peer monitoring? An individual 
invests in peer monitoring if – ceteris paribus – the payoff difference between the opti-
mal contribution level with and without monitoring investment is positive, i.e.: 
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which can be simplified to  
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Hence, individuals do not invest in monitoring if 0≤Δ
iπ

. Thus if  
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there will be no monitoring by rational subjects. Since 0
2
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the incentive to invest in monitoring is decreasing with M, which means that the more 
the others invest in monitoring the lower are my incentives to do so. Because all team 
members’ best reply is to refrain from monitoring, there will be no monitoring in equi-
librium. If the level of monitoring is zero, then the equilibrium contribution is 

N
fRc N

i 2
= . 

Hence, in equilibrium no peer monitoring takes place and contributions are lower than 
socially optimal. 

What are the incentives of the observer in that model? The payoff of the observer during 
the observer monitoring phase is  

CRSMe oooo ⋅⋅+⋅−= κπ  

The peers’ payoff under observer monitoring is: 
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For a given monitoring level oM the team members’ optimal contribution level is  
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This contribution level gives the observer a payoff of: 
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Is it in the self interest of the observer to invest in peer monitoring? The observer will 
invest in monitoring if – ceteris paribus – the payoff difference between the optimal 
contribution level with and without monitoring investment is positive. The first differ-
ence in the observer’s payoff of the monitoring level oM  is 
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As we see, if ⎟
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κ  the observer will not monitor at all (i.e. 

M = 0 ).  

If the observer fully invests in monitoring, the individually rational contribution levels 
of the team members are higher than in the equilibrium of peer monitoring: 
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the observer monitoring ( )2
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i −−=π . Thus the team members’ profit is higher 

with observer monitoring than with peer monitoring as long as 
N
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To sum up, in the parameter framework of our experimental study of the quadratic 
model the team members have no incentive to monitor and thus team production re-
mains a voluntary contribution problem. In the subgame with observer monitoring, 
however, there will be full monitoring in equilibrium. This results in team members’ 
payoffs which are – despite the observers’ share – higher than under peer monitoring. 
Hence team members have an incentive to enter the subgame, i.e. to hire the observer. 


